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Abstract. A person builds his knowledge from different sources of information. 

In school he learns that Juárez was born in Oaxaca and at home they tell him 

that the name of the neighbor’s dog is Fido. In order to know more, he com-

bines information from many sources. But this multi-source information can 

contain repetitions, references to facts formulated in different way, different 

level of details, and contradictions. These problems are not easy to solve by 

computers. Nevertheless, the enormous masses of accumulated knowledge (on-

ly in the Web they exist more than billion different pages) demand computer ef-

forts to combine them, since merging manually this information in a consistent 

way is outside the human capacities. In this paper, a method is explained to 

combine multi-source information in a manner that is complete, automatic, con-

sistent and robust; contradictions are detected and sometimes solved. The 

method combines two source ontologies; through iteration, any number can be 

combined. 
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1. Introduction 

Knowledge accumulation is important. A person accumulates knowledge gradually, as 

it adds concepts to his previous knowledge. Initial knowledge is not zero, even for 

animals. How can a machine do the same? 

1.1  Fusion of new knowledge by computers 

Learning occurs by adding new concepts, associating them to the information already 

learnt. New information can contradict or confuse a human being, or be simply redun-

dant (already known, said with more words) or less accuracte (more vague). A person 

somehow solves these tasks, and keeps a consistent knowledge base. 

This paper is centered in the fusion of ontologies (arising from different sources) 

between computers. During this fusion the same problems (redundancy, repetition, 

inconsistency…) arise; the difference is that the machines have no common sense [8] 

and the challenge is to make them understand that beneficial is the same as generous, 



and that triangle represents:  a three-sided polygon;   a musical percussion instru-

ment; or  a social situation involving three parties. We want the computer solution to 

fusion to be very close to people’s solution. 

Works exist [8, 9, 19, 21] that perform the union of ontologies in a semiautomatic 

way (requiring user’s assistance). Others [5, 12] require ontologies to be organized in 

formal ways, and to be consistent with each other. In real life, ontologies coming from 

different sources are not likely to be similarly organized, not to be consistent among 

them. The automation of fusion needs to solve these problems.  

This paper explains a process of union of ontologies in automatic and robust form. 

Automatic because the computer (unaided) detects and solves the problems appearing 

during the union, and robust because it performs the union in spite of different organi-

zation (taxonomies) and when the sources are jointly inconsistent. 

The fusion is demonstrated by taking samples of real documents (from the Web), 

and converting them by hand to ontologies. These are then fed to the computer, which 

produces a third ontology as result. This result is checked (by hand) with the result 

obtained by a person. Mistakes are low (§3.2, Table 1). 

The problem to solve: To merge two data sources into a result containing its common 

knowledge, without inconsistencies or contradictions. 

 

OM (Ontology Merging) automatically merges two ontologies into a third one con-

taining the joint knowledge at the sources, without contradictions or redundancies. 

OM is based in  the theory of Confusion (§2.2);  the use of COM (§2.4), to map a 

concept into the closest concept of another ontology;  the use of the OM notation 

(§2.5) to better represent ontologies. These are briefly explained in Section 2, whereas 

section 3 explains the OM Algorithm, and gives examples of its use. 

2. Definitions 

2.1  Hierarchy [3] 

A hierarchy is a tree where each node is a concept (a symbolic value) or, if it is a 

set, its descendants must form a partition of it. Example: see Figure 1. 

Hierarchies code a taxonomy of related terms, and are used to measure confusion 

(§2.2), which OM uses for synonym detection and to solve inconsistencies. 



 

Figure 1. A hierarchy. conf(river, Hydrology)=0 but conf(Hydrology, river) = 0.2 

2.2  Confusion [3] 

What  is the capital of Germany? Berlin is the correct answer; Frankfurt is a close 

miss, Madrid a fair error, and sausage a gross error. What is closer to a cat, a dog or 

an orange? Can we measure these errors and similarities? Can we systematize or or-

ganize these values? Hierarchies (§2.1) of symbolic values allow measuring the simi-

larity between these values, and the error when one is used instead of another. This 

measurement is accomplished by the theory of confusion [3] and the function conf. 

Confusion, contradiction or inconsistency arises when a concept in hierarchy A has 

a relation that is incompatible, contradicts or negates other relation of the same con-

cept in B. For instance, Earth in A has relation shape flat; and in B Earth has the rela-

tion shape round. Contradiction arises from two relations: in our example, the shapes 

are not the same, are inconsistent and shape can only have a single value.  

Because OM must copy concepts keeping the semantics of the sources in the result, 

and both semantics are incompatible, a contradiction is detected. It is not possible to 

keep both meanings because they are inconsistent.
1

 OM uses confusion to solve this. 

Function CONF(r, s), called the absolute confusion, computes the confusion that 

occurs when object r is used instead of object s, as follows: 

CONF(r, r) = CONF(r, s) = 0, when s is some ascendant of r; 

CONF(r, s) = 1 +CONF(descendant_of (r), s)  in other cases. 

                                                           
1 OM assumes A and B to be well-formed ontologies (each without contradictions). Even then, 

an inconsistency can arise when considering their joint knowledge. 



CONF is the number of descending links when one travels from r (the used value) to s 

(the intended value), in the hierarchy to which r and s belong.  

Absolute confusion CONF returns a number between 0 and h, where h is the height 

of the hierarchy. 

 

Definition.  

conf(r, s), the confusion when using r instead of s, is: 

conf(r, s) = CONF(r, s) / h 

conf returns a number between 0 and 1. Example: In Figure 1, conf(Hydrology, river) 

= 0.5. OM uses conf, whereas [3] describes CONF. Confusion is not a symmetric 

function: conf (a, b) is not the same as conf(b, a). 

2.3  Ontology [1] 

Formally, an ontology is a tuple (C, R) where C is a set of concepts, some of which 

are relations; and R is a set of restrictions of the form (r c1 c2 … ck)) among relation r 

and concepts c1 through ck. It is said that the arity of r is k. 

Computationally, an ontology is a data structure where information is stored as nodes 

(representing concepts such as house, computer, desk) and relations (representing 

restrictions among nodes, such as cuts, transcribes or hair color, as in (cuts hammer 

wood), (transcribes printer document) (Figure 2). Usually, the information stored in 

an ontology is “high level” and it is known as knowledge. Notice that relations are also 

concepts. 

2.4  COM [2] 

Given two ontologies B and C, COM [2] is an important algorithm that, given a con-

cept CC  C, finds cms = COM(CC, B), the most similar concept (in B) to CC.  

2.5  OM Notation [1] 

OM Notation represents ontologies through a notation like XML. The labels describe 

the concepts and their restrictions. In OM Notation,  relations are concepts;  rela-

tions are n-ary relations;  a particular case of a relation is a partition. 

2.6 Computer-aided Ontology merging 

Initially, merging was accomplished with the help of a user. 



Previous solutions to §1.1.  Prompt [17], Chimaera [7], OntoMerge [6] and ISI [15] 

rely on the user to solve the most important problems found in the process, and are 

considered non automatic mergers. FCA-Merge [10], IF-Map [24] require consistent 

ontologies that are expressed in a formal notation employed in Formal Concept 

Analysis [4], which limits their use. CUPID [16], CTX-Match [14] and [13] are 

notable advancements towards automatic merging, but each one of them focuses on a 

single aspect of the merging process. [24] uses WordNet and user intervention. 

Our solution to §1.1 is the OM algorithm (§3), which performs the fusion in a  

 robust (OM forges ahead and does not fall into loops),  

 consistent (without contradictions), 

 complete  (the result contains all available knowledge from the sources, but it 

avoids redundancies and detects synonyms, among other tasks) and  

 automatic manner (without user intervention). 

2.7  Knowledge support for OM 

OM uses some built-in knowledge bases and knowledge resources, which help to 

detect contradictions, find synonyms, and the like. These are: 

1. In the coding, stop words (in, the, for, this, those, it, and, or…) are expunged 

(ignored) form word phrases; 

2. Words that change the meaning of a relation (without, except…) are considered; 

3. A number of hierarchies are built-in into OM, in order to ease the computation of 

confusion; 

In the near future, 

4. OM can rely on external language sources (WordNet, dictionaries, thesaurus..); 

5. OM will use as base knowledge the results of previous merges! 

3. OM Algorithm for automatic merging of ontologies [1] 

This algorithm fuses two ontologies A and B into a third ontology C = A  B2  

containing the information in A, plus the information in B not contained in A, without 

repetitions (redundancies) nor contradictions. 

OM proceeds as follows: 

1. C ← A. Ontology A is copied into C. Thus, initially, C contains A. 

2. Add to each concept CC  C additional concepts from B, one layer at a time, 

contained in or belonging to the restrictions (relations) that CC has already in C. 

At the beginning, concept CC is the root of ontology C. Then, CC will be each of 

                                                           
2 Symbol  when it referes to ontology merging, it means not only set union, but “careful” 

merging of concepts, using their semantics. 



the descendants of CC, in turn, so that each node in C will become CC.3 For each 

CC  C, COM (§2.4) looks in B for the concept that best resembles CC, such con-

cept is called the most similar concept in B to CC, or cms. Two cases exist: 

A. If CC has a most similar concept cms  B, then: 

i. Relations that are synonyms (§3.1, example 2) are enriched. To enrich a 

concept in C is to add to its definition the new words that are in the defini-

tion of another concept in B, when both are found to be synonyms. 4 

ii. New relations (including partitions) that cms has in B, are added to CC. 

For each added relation, concepts related by that relation and not present 

in C are copied to C. Example: if (cms color Red)  B and concept Red 

is not in C, this concept Red is copied to C, together with its ascendants, 

if they are not in C. 

iii. Inconsistencies (§2.2) between the relations of CC and those of cms are 

detected. 

1. If it is possible, by using confusion, to resolve the inconsistency, the 

correct concepts are added to C. Example: Let (AcmeCorp incorpo-

rated_in Maryland)  B and (AcmeCorp incorporated_in USA)  C. 

Since incorporated in has arity 1 (is single-valued), a contradiction is 

detected and solved because conf(Maryland, USA)=0, thus (Ac-

meCorp incorporated_in USA) changes to (AcmeCorp incorpo-

rated_in Maryland) in CC. 

2. When the inconsistency can not be solved, OM rejects the contradict-

ing information in B, and CC keeps the original relation from A.  

iv. Concepts that are descendant of cms not present in C are copied to C, in 

a superficial manner.
¡Error! Marcador no definido.

 

B. cms  B. That is, B contains no object cms resembling CC. 

i.  CC  next descendant of CC (Take the next descendant of CC). 

ii. Go back to step 2 until all the nodes of C are visited (including the new 

nodes that are being added by OM as it works). 

3.1  Using OM. Examples 

In this section, figures show only relevant parts of ontologies A, B and the result C, 

because they are too large to fit (for instance, complete A of Figure 3 has 234 nodes).  

 

                                                           
3 The ontology C is searched depth-first: first, CC is the root. Then, CC is the first child of the 

root, then CC is the first child of this child (a grand son of the root)… Thus, a branch of the 

tree is traveled until the deepest descendant is reached, before we consider another branch. 

Since the OM notation uses trees to represent ontologies, OM finds easy to do these travels. 
4 For instance, in A we find impact printer method (Figure 2) and in B we find impact 

printer procedure and CC = impact printer in A has a most similar concept cms = 

impact printer in B, and method and procedure are found by OM to be synonyms, 

then all the words in the definition of procedure in B are copied into the definition of method 

in C. 



Example 1. Merging ontologies with inconsistent knowledge.  Differences between 

A and B could be due to: different subjects, names of concepts or relations; repeti-

tions; reference to the same facts but with different words; different level of details 

(precision, depth of description); different perspectives (people are partitioned in A 

into male and female, whereas in B they are young or old); and contradictions. Exam-

ple: Let A contain: veteran John Nash Sr. Was born in Bluefield, while B contains: 

mathematician John Forbes Nash was born in West Virginia. Both ontologies dupli-

cate some information (about Nash’s place of birth), different expressions (veteran 

versus mathematician), different level of details (Bluefield versus West Virginia), and 

contradictions (John Nash Sr. vs. John Forbes Nash). A person will have in her mind 

a consistent combination of information: John Nash Sr. and John Forbes Nash are not 

the same person, or perhaps they are the same, they are synonyms. If she knows them 

she may deduce that one is the son and the other is the father. We solve these prob-

lems everyday, using previously acquired knowledge (§2.7) and common sense 

knowledge [8], which computers lack. Also, they did not have a way to gradually and 

automatically grow their ontology. OM “measures” the inconsistency (of two appar-

ently contradicting facts) by asking conf to determine the size of the confusion in 

using Bluefield in place of West Virginia and vice versa, or the confusion of using 

John Nash Sr. instead of John Forbes Nash. Small inconsistencies cause C to retain 

the most specific value, while if it is large, OM keeps C unchanged (ignoring the con-

tradicting fact from B). In case of inconsistency, A prevails.5 

      
Example 2. Joining partitions, synonym identification. Figure 3 has the same num-

bers as the cases below, for easy identification. 

1. Copying new partitions. A has two partitions: types and methods of image crea-

tion. B has a different partition: printing technology. Thus, printing technology is 

added to C (result not shown in C of Figure 3 for lack of space). 

2. Copying concepts. Concept procedure in B is copied to C, since is not in A. Its 

ascendant (not shown in Figure 4) is also copied to C, if not already there. 

3. Changing a simple concept into a full concept. Synonym identification. Adding 

more semantics to a relation. Relation method in A is copied to C; then, proce-

dure in B is identified as a synonym of method, so the name method in C changes 

to procedure. In addition, procedure is a concept in B (it was just a phrase, a 

simple concept in A), so it becomes a (full) concept in C. Then, new semantics is 

added to procedure in C by adding to its definition “print striking to the paper 

with small pieces” which came from B. 

  

                                                           
5 We can consider that an agent’s previous knowledge is A, and that such agent is trying to 

learn ontology B. In case of inconsistency, it is natural for the agent to trust more its previous 

knowledge, and to disregard inconsistent knowledge in B as “not trustworthy” and therefore 

not acquired – the agent refuses to learn knowledge that it finds inconsistent, if the incon-

sistency (measured by conf) is too large. 



 

Figure 2. Relations method in A and procedure in B are synonyms, thus both definitions (of 

method and of procedure) are added to C 

Example 3. Removing redundant relations and comparing relations. Figure 3 has 

the same numbers as the cases below, for easy identification. 

4. Removing redundant relations. liquid inkjet printer in A is the descendant of 

printer, whereas in B it is the descendant of non-impact printer, which is descend-

ant of printer. Adding both relations (subset) to liquid inkjet printer in C provokes 

copying non-impact printer to C (which was not in C). As a result, liquid inkjet 

printer would have two ascendants: printer and non-impact printer. Since non-

impact printer is a descendant of printer, the relation liquid inkjet printer subset of 

printer is redundant. OM expunges this to keep only liquid inkjet printer subset of 

non-impact printer, and non-impact printer subset of printer. Final result is C in 

Figure 3.  

5. Comparing relations. The relations method in B and its method is in A are con-

sidered to be the same, because (§2.7) connectors and, or, its… are ignored. 



 

Figure 3. Relations method in A and its method is in B are the same, so they are merged in a 

single relation method in C (label 5) 

3.2  Additional examples for real cases 

OM has merged ontologies derived from real documents. The ontologies were ob-

tained manually from several documents [18-22] describing, say, the same animal. 

The obtained ontologies were merged (automatically) by OM. Validation of results 

has been made manually, obtaining good results (table 1).  

Table 1. Performance of OM in some real examples: C = A  B. First column gives the number 

of nodes (112 in Turtles) and relations (12) in A and in B (72 nodes, 21 relations) 

 

Ontologies A y B Relations in C Nodes in C error 

Turtles [22]. 112, 12, 72, 

21. 

 

All relations were copied 

 

All nodes were copied 

0 

Hammer [21]. 112, 12, 72, 

21. 

0 

Poppy [20]. 112, 12, 72, 

21. 

0 

100 Years of Loneliness 

[18]. 112, 12, 72, 21. 

12 out of 467 were not 

copied 

8 out of 141 were not 

copied 

0.056 

Oaxaca [19]. 112, 12, 72, 

21. 

All relations were copied  1 out of 309 was not 

copied 

0.003 



3.3  Conclusions 

The paper presents an automatic, robust algorithm that fuses two ontologies into a 

third one, while keeping the knowledge in the sources. It solves some inconsistencies 

and avoids adding redundancies to the result. 

The examples shown, as well as others in [1], provide evidence that OM does a good 

job, in spite of joining very general or very specific ontologies. This is because the 

algorithm takes into account not only the words in the definition of each concept, but 

its semantics [context, synonyms, resemblance (through conf) to other concepts…] 

too. In addition, its base knowledge (§2.7) helps. 
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